AIDS
AIDS and surgical care: A challenge for the '90s (Peterson), 75, 11:20
AIDS: The disease and its relevance to surgeons (Meyer), 71, 11:11
AIDS leads topics at OR Symposium (Connaughton), 72, 7:59
AIDS symposium to be held in London, 72, 10:26
AIDS: A surgeon's responsibility (Lotze), 70, 9:6
As I see it (Ebert), 72, 12:1; 75, 2:2; 76, 4:2, 9:2
Blood exposure in the operating room: Reducing the risk (Fry), 76, 11:16
--HBV/HIV guidelines required, 76, 11:4
--Senate approves AIDS education and research bill, 73, 6:3
--OSHA issues guidelines on blood-borne diseases, 73, 10:3
--OSHA issues HIV guidelines, 77, 2:3
--OTA reviews CDC guidelines, 77, 2:3
--Workplace protections sought for health care workers exposed to AIDS virus, 72, 12:3
Ethics and AIDS (Jansen), 70, 6:16

FYI, 75, 9:44
Governors at Work: The Committee on AIDS (Rhodes), 77, 12:37
Governors at Work: The Subcommittee on AIDS (McGinnis), 76, 12:57
Governors' Committee on AIDS to examine concerns of the surgical community (McGinnis), 75, 7:6
HIV testing of health care workers: The need for additional data (Lewis), 76, 5:17
Letters: AIDS and the unborn patient (Dolan), 72, 10:29
Occupationally acquired HIV infection and workers' compensation (Schecter), 75, 12:16
Recommendations for preventing transmission of human immunodeficiency virus and hepatitis B virus to patients during exposure-prone invasive procedures (Centers for Disease Control, U.S. Department of Health and Human Services/Public Health Service), 76, 9:29
Study on attitudes to AIDS launched, 75, 12:53
Surgical intervention in AIDS (Williams and Wilson), 75, 6:13
Surgical practice in hospitals: HIV and the surgical team (Bell, Shapiro, and Holmberg), 75, 7:7
Testing for the AIDS virus: The debate (Connaughton), 72, 9:29
Testing for HIV infection: Recommendations for surgeons (Bartlett), 73, 3:4
Treating HIV-infected children: The surgeon's role (Cooper), 76, 6:13
What's new in oncology (Rosenberg), 68, 1:26

AMBULATORY CARE
Ambulatory Care Survey begins, 70, 3:34
Dateline: Washington: ACS comments on covered ASC procedures, 76, 3:5
--ACS rate update implemented, 75, 8:5, 4:4
--Ambulatory surgery facilities bill introduced, 77, 12:5
--ASC payment rates updated, 77, 2:5
--HCFA proposes payment increase for ambulatory surgical centers, 72, 7:2
--HCFA to set new rates for ambulatory surgery, 73, 5:2
--Hospital admissions and inpatient surgery found to be unnecessary, 71, 12:3
--New payment rates for ASC services proposed, 73, 10:3
Focus on Socioeconomics: Ambulatory surgery: Some issues and considerations (Politser), 73, 5:26
Governors at Work: The Committee on Ambulatory Surgical Care (Volpe), 77, 3:27
How to select suitable procedures for outpatient surgery: The Shouldice Hospital experience (Alexander), 71, 5:7
Insights on outpatient surgery (Cannon), 71, 7:9
JCAH accreditation: Do we need it for ambulatory surgical centers? (Schultz), 70, 4:27
Letters: Defining outpatient surgery (Obenour and Turner), 71, 7:24
Letters: Dr. Alexander responds (Alexander), 71, 7:24
Letters: Dr. Stamper responds (Stamper), 70, 4:25
Letters: More on Shouldice Hospital (Reiling), 72, 1:86
Letters: Quality control in ambulatory ophthalmic surgical centers (Neumann), 70, 4:24

AMERICAN COLLEGE OF SURGEONS
Activities
1991 College activities in review (Brodson), 77, 2:44
College activities for 1990 (Brodson), 75, 6:39
College joins ADA in OSHA petition (Hill), 77, 4:33
College lays groundwork for trauma registry, 77, 3:29
College resumes seat in AMA house of delegates, 77, 8:33
The College’s role in support of trauma care systems (Strauch), 77, 5:17
Dateline: Washington: College activities, 71, 4:3, 5:3, 7:3, 11:3
ACS gains seat on data bank committee, 76, 2:4
Director’s Memo: 1985 in review (Hanlon), 71, 3:1
Focus on Socioeconomics: ACS 1988 governmental activities in review (Haug and Beversdorf), 74, 2:63
Focus on Socioeconomics: ACS 1989 governmental activities in review (Haug and Beversdorf), 75, 3:18
Focus on Socioeconomics: ACS 1990 federal activities in review (Haug and Brown), 76, 3:25
Focus on Socioeconomics: The College’s professional liability activities (Politser), 71, 10:31
Focus on Socioeconomics: The role of the Washington Office (Brown and Hill), 76, 11:27
Governors at Work: The Committee on Chapter Activities (Cohn), 76, 2:23
Dateline: Washington: College activities, 71, 4:3, 5:3, 7:3, 11:3
ACS gains seat on data bank committee, 76, 2:4
Director’s Memo: 1985 in review (Hanlon), 71, 3:1
Focus on Socioeconomics: ACS 1988 governmental activities in review (Haug and Beversdorf), 74, 2:63
Focus on Socioeconomics: ACS 1989 governmental activities in review (Haug and Beversdorf), 75, 3:18
Focus on Socioeconomics: ACS 1990 federal activities in review (Haug and Brown), 76, 3:25
Focus on Socioeconomics: The College’s professional liability activities (Politser), 71, 10:31
Focus on Socioeconomics: The role of the Washington Office (Brown and Hill), 76, 11:27
Governors at Work: The Committee on Chapter Activities (Cohn), 76, 2:23
Focus on Socioeconomics: ACS 1989 governmental activities in review (Haug and Beversdorf), 75, 3:18
Focus on Socioeconomics: The College’s professional liability activities (Politser), 71, 10:31
Focus on Socioeconomics: The role of the Washington Office (Brown and Hill), 76, 11:27
Governors at Work: The Committee on Chapter Activities (Cohn), 76, 2:23
Annual meeting
Annual meeting of Fellows, American College of Surgeons, 69, 10:42
College meeting notes, 70, 12:33
Governors at Work: The Committee on Chapter Activities (Donovan), 73, 1:57
Official notice: Annual meeting of Fellows, American College of Surgeons, 72, 9:30; 73, 8:40; 9:36; 74, 9:32; 75, 9:39; 76, 9:46; 77, 9:38
Annual Report
A Report to the Fellows 1982, 68, 3:19
1983, 69, 3:18
1984, 70, 3:13
1985, 71, 3:19
1986, 72, 3:21
1987, 73, 3:15
Awards
1992 fellowships, scholarships, and award available, 76, 5:28
Committee on Development names award winner, 76, 9:44
LaSalle D. Leffall, Jr., awarded Charles R. Drew Chair in Surgery, 77, 5:30
Bulletins
Bulletin staff changes, 72, 9:33
Correction notices, 68, 4:18; 69, 1:17; 70, 3:36; 71, 4:32, 7:27, 9:44; 72, 3:17; 73, 2:64; 74, 12:55; 75, 4:23, 7:65; 76, 7:76
Correction, 75, 8:39
Editorial Advisor joins Bulletin, 71, 1:66
Stephen Regnier heads Bulletin staff, 73, 7:65
Business and finance
Assets and liabilities reported (Happ), 68, 5:21
Budgeted receipts for 1987 (Happ), 72, 3:15
Changing conditions have impact on the funding of College operations (Happ), 71, 12:34
The College Balance Sheet (Happ), 70, 5:22
College finances in the future (Happ), 70, 1:66
College finances: Sound and stable (Brodson), 76, 5:23
College programs for 1986 (Happ), 71, 4:22
1987 (Happ), 72, 4:19
1988 (Happ), 73, 4:27
1989 (Happ), 74, 5:34
College resources (Happ), 69, 5:18
Comptroller’s report: The making of a budget (Happ), 68, 1:73
Disbursements for ACS programs reported (Happ), 68, 4:17
Disbursements for College programs (Happ), 69, 4:27; 70, 4:20
Financial implications of the Regents’ planning meeting (Happ), 71, 1:67
Financial reports for Fellows, 69, 1:70
Financial resources of the College (Happ), 71, 5:33; 72, 5:17
Financial update (Happ), 74, 1:58
(Brodson), 75, 1:63
Funding College operations (Happ), 73, 1:63
Funding College programs (Happ), 70, 3:32
Governors at Work: The Committee to Study the Fiscal Affairs of the College (Aufses), 76, 1:71
--(Curren), 74, 2:66, 12:39
--(Keener), 77, 1:86
--(Williams), 73, 4:23
Sources of ACS funds explained (Happ), 68, 3:16
Sources of College income (Happ), 71, 3:33
Sources of College income explained (Happ), 69, 3:32.

Chapters

ACS Meetings, 72, 5:24
Chapter heads to meet in May, 72, 4:32
Chapter News, 74, 12:51; 75, 12:59
Chapter News: Arizona encourages specialty participation, 72, 9:34
Chapter News: Brooklyn and Long Island has liability survey results, 75, 10:27
Chapter News: Brooklyn and Long Island hold 61st meeting, 76, 10:39
Chapter News: Brooklyn and Long Island plan meetings, 74, 6:34
Chapter News: Brooklyn and Long Island surgeons respond to questionnaire, 77, 2:58
Chapter News: Chapter activities abound during Clinical Congress, 76, 12:70
Chapter News: Chapter celebrates anniversary, 75, 8:33
Chapter News: Chapter officers delve into management issues, 76, 11:45
Chapter News: Chapter officers share management concerns, 77, 8:39
Chapter News: Chapters respond to activities questionnaire, 73, 10:26
Chapter News: Chicago sponsors papers competition, 74, 8:37
Chapter News: Delaware and Maryland review SESAP questions, 74, 8:37; 76, 10:39
Chapter News: Eastern Long Island hosts travel meeting, 73, 10:26
Chapter News: Ecuador Chapter offers CME, 74, 6:34
Chapter News: Film sponsors Mississippi Chapter papers competition, 75, 8:33
Chapter News: First Spence lecture delivered, 76, 6:39
Chapter News: Florida Chapter plans meeting, 74, 8:37
Chapter News: Florida Fellows to visit legislature, 73, 2:58
Chapter News: Florida generates 1990 legislative report, 75, 10:27
Chapter News: Florida outlines relicensure rules, 72, 7:63
Chapter News: Florida reports survey results, 74, 10:35
Chapter News: France and Japan become College Chapters, 73, 4:39
Chapter News: Georgia membership lists now computerized, 72, 9:34
Chapter News: Germany becomes 91st Chapter, 74, 10:35
Chapter News: Highlights of Connecticut annual meeting, 74, 3:46
Chapter News: Louisiana increases recruitment activities, 73, 7:71
Chapter News: Louisiana initiates membership drive, 72, 9:34
Chapter News: Maryland finds meeting sponsors, 72, 12:50
Chapter News: Massachusetts expands Chapter Activities, 73, 4:39
Chapter News: Michigan Chapter offers professional liability film, 75, 8:33
Chapter News: Michigan establishes new committee, 72, 12:50
Chapter News: Michigan meeting program announced, 73, 2:68
Chapter News: Michigan surveys membership, 73, 7:71
Chapter News: Missouri Chapter offers 22nd professional meeting, 74, 6:34
Chapter News: Missouri drafts expert witness guidelines, 73, 4:39
Chapter News: New Jersey fights mandatory assignment, 72, 7:64
Chapter News: New Jersey honors Sheen recipient, 72, 12:50
Chapter News: New Jersey Hospital Liaison meeting gains popularity, 74, 6:34
Chapter News: North Texas establishes Harry M. Spence Endowed Lectureship, 75, 10:26
Chapter News: North Texas participates in Health Check Program, 73, 7:71
Chapter News: Ohio Chapter reports on annual meeting, 74, 8:37
Chapter News: Ohio initiates corporation to study practice problems, 77, 2:58
Chapter News: Ohio publishes survey results, 74, 3:46
Chapter News: Ohio releases breast cancer brochure, 72, 12:50
Chapter News: Oregon meeting features risk management workshop, 73, 10:27
Chapter News: Pennsylvania hosts Dr. Siegel, 74, 10:35
Chapter News: Rhode Island Chapter merges with Providence Surgical Society, 75, 10:26
Chapter News: Southwest Missouri offers Key Contact Committee, 72, 7:63
Chapter News: Tennessee surveys membership on liability problems, 75, 10:26
Chapter News: Texas Civil Justice League strengthens Chapters’ legislative voice, 72, 7:63
Chapter News: Thoughts from a program chairman (Bachulis), 76, 4:30
Chapter News: Two Canadian chapters merge, 74, 10:35
Chapter News: Vermont sponsors mammogram program, 74, 6:34
Chapter News: Virginia initiates Legislative Awareness Program, 72, 7:63
Chapter officers convene for conference at College headquarters, 75, 9:33
Chapter officers convene for conference at College, 74, 9:33
Chapter officers invited to Chicago, 74, 4:22; 75, 4:24; 77, 5:37
Chapter officers invited to headquarters, 76, 3:33
Chapter officers to meet in June, 73, 5:40
Chapter Officers to gather in Chicago, 70, 5:24
Chapter Officers’ Seminar scheduled for May 10-12, 69, 4:30
Chapter Officers’ Seminar slated for June, 68, 5:23
Chapters contemplate getting involved at the local level, 76, 1:76
College chapters participate in socioeconomic affairs (Stombler and Hill), 77, 8:27
College has two new foreign Chapters, 70, 8:42
College welcomes new chapter, 72, 1:77
Connecticut chapter hosts a day in surgery for congressional aides (Stombler), 77, 6:55
Focus on Socioeconomics: Georgia Chapter leaders host meeting with their members of Congress (Beversdorf), 73, 4:25
NC surgeons visit Capitol Hill, 76, 7:69
NC surgeons visit Washington, 75, 8:27
New ACS Chapter: South Korean, 72, 4:32
New Jersey meeting highlights, 73, 2:68
Ohio pursues expert witness panel, 76, 7:69
Secretary Sullivan addresses DC surgeons, 76, 8:43
Socioeconomic issues addressed at annual Chapter Officers’ Seminar (Herendeen), 73, 9:32
Socioeconomic issues featured at annual Chapter Officers’ Seminar, 72, 8:25
Windward island hosts Bronx Chapter meeting (Brodman), 70, 7:29
Clinical Congress
1989 CC videotapes available, 75, 8:31, 10:29
1990 CC videotapes reviewed, 76, 5:34, 6:43
1989 Clinical Congress videotapes available, 75, 12:61
1990 Clinical Congress videotapes available, 76, 5:33
1991 Clinical Congress videotapes available, 77, 5:42
1990 Clinical Congress draws near, 75, 5:25
1990 Clinical Congress: San Francisco beckons you, 75, 3:22
1991 Clinical Congress: Selected highlights, 76, 9:48
1992 Clinical Congress: Selected highlights, 77, 8:2
50 years of research celebrated, 75, 6:38
Airfare discounts to San Francisco available, 69, 7:31
As I see it (Ebert), 72, 1:1, 12:1; 74, 12:1; 75, 12:2
At Clinical Congress: Cancer Liaison Program scheduled to meet, 75, 9:40
At Clinical Congress: Initiates’ Program will examine impact of government on surgeons, 75, 9:36
Atlanta, October 15-20: Clinical Congress 1989, 74, 7:22
Atlanta, October 16-21: The 1983 Clinical Congress, 68, 8:2
Atlanta will host 1989 Clinical Congress, 74, 3:43
Chicago, Oct. 13-18: The 1985 Clinical Congress, 70, 8:2
Chicago, October 20-25: Clinical Congress 1991, 76, 7:25
Chicago, October 23-28: Clinical Congress 1988, 73, 7:19
Chicago will host 1991 Clinical Congress, 76, 6:40
Chicago will host Clinical Congress 1988, 73, 3:45
Chicago: “Your kind of town” for the 1991 Clinical Congress, 76, 3:35
Clinical Congress 1990: Highlights, 75, 12:19
Clinical Congress 1991: Highlights, 76, 12:32
Clinical Congress 1992: Highlights, 77, 12:25
Clinical Congress brochure mailed, 73, 5:41
Clinical Congress films available, 70, 4:29; 71, 5:37; 72, 4:33
Clinical Congress focuses on challenges in surgical practice, 68, 12:2
Clinical Congress offers named lectures, 77, 7:77
Clinical Congress to offer five lectures, 72, 6:29
Clinical Congress videotapes available, 73, 4:36; 74, 5:41; 75, 5:31
Clinical Congress: Two exhibits you won’t want to miss. 73, 9:35
Clinitapes will be available on-site at Congress, 77, 9:39
Commission on Cancer provides two Congress highlights, 76, 8:42
Contributions to the 1984 Surgical Forum are requested, 68, 12:34
-1985, 69, 12:31
-1986, 70, 12:34
-1987, 71, 12:39
-1988, 72, 12:45
-1989, 73, 12:47
-1990, 74, 12:49
-1991, 75, 12:55
-1992, 76, 12:66
-1993, 77, 12:66
Director's Memo: Clinical Congress 1984 (Hanlon), 69, 8:1
Director's Memo: Clinical Congress: An appreciation (Hanlon), 71, 11:1
Director's Memo: What's new in surgery? (Hanlon), 68, 1:1
Films and tapes of '83 Congress available soon, 68. 12:5
Films and tapes of '84 Congress available soon, 70. 2:25
For Clinical Congress: Come to Crescent City for culture and cuisine. 77, 4:38
Get ready for the 1983 Clinical Congress, 68, 6:25
The healing arts in New Orleans. 77, 8:37
Highlights of the 1987 Clinical Congress, 72, 12:36
-1988, 73, 12:19
-1989, 74, 12:17
Initiates' program will focus on current surgical issues, 76, 10:35
Initiates will examine changing face of surgery, 77, 10:35
Issues of quality and cost highlighted at the 1984 Clinical Congress, 69, 12:2
Join Mary Martin in San Francisco, 69, 10:42
Meetings of Fellows and Initiates, and Convocation to highlight Clinical Congress, 72, 9:29
Mock trial to be held at Clinical Congress, 76, 7:71, 8:51
Mock trial highlighted at '91 Clinical Congress, 76, 6:40
New hotel reservations procedure to be implemented, 77, 5:32
New Orleans, October 11-16: Clinical Congress 1992, 77, 7:25
New Orleans, October 19-24: The 1986 Clinical Congress, 71, 8:4
Plan now for Clinical Congress 1987, 72, 3:17
Plan now for the 1984 Clinical Congress, 69, 6:37
-1985, 70, 6:31
Review SESAP IV with the program's authors! 69, 5:27, 8:43
San Francisco Congress approaches, 75, 4:27
San Francisco, Oct. 21-26: The 1984 Clinical Congress, 69, 8:2
San Francisco, October 7-12: Clinical Congress 1990, 75, 7:18
San Francisco, October 11-16: Clinical Congress 1987, 72, 7:17
Science and socioeconomics take the stage, 71, 12:4
Scientific contributions sought for '84 Congress, 68, 12:36
- '85 Congress, 69, 12:33
- '86 Congress, 70, 12:36
Scientific contributions sought for 1987 Clinical Congress, 72, 1:87
-1988, 72, 12:47
-1989, 73, 12:49
-1990, 74, 12:48
-1991, 75, 12:54
-1992, 76, 12:68
-1993, 77, 12:65
Selected highlights: 1990 Clinical Congress, 75, 9:2
Seminar on wound healing/management will precede Clinical Congress, 75, 7:70
Socioeconomics get top priority, 70, 12:2
Some tips on preparing lecture slides, 75, 9:43
Unique review of SESAP V offered at 1987 Clinical Congress, 72, 4:22
Watch for the Clinical Congress advance brochure, 70, 5:28; 71, 6:27; 72, 5:18
What's new at this year's Clinical Congress? 77, 9:38
Committees
ACS committees sponsor meetings, 72, 1:83
The ACS Scholarships Committee: A status report. 69, 9:28
CCSR becomes the ACS Surgical Education and Research Committee (Warshaw), 74, 9:15
Committee on Development reports progress, 75, 5:28
Director's Memo: The College and cancer, 1983, (Hanlon), 68, 9:1
Dr. Hering to retire, 72, 12:38
Dr. Rocko heads ACS Committee on Continuing Education, 73, 12:45
General Surgeon News: College appoints new committee (Parks), 77, 10:33
Highlights of the annual Trauma Committee meeting, 72, 8:37
Indications for the use of permanently implanted cardiac pacemakers, 71, 2:26
Progress in breast-cancer treatment, today, and tomorrow (Wilson), 68, 9:2
A report on the first national conference on central registries (Howells), 71, 9:40
Some activities of the Committee on Trauma and the Cardiovascular Committee, 70, 10:27
Spectrum 1988: The College responds to the malpractice crisis: Issues undertaken by the Professional Liability Committee (Spencer), 73, 10:16
Trauma Committee hosts Annual Meeting in Dallas, 70, 7:28

Development
College establishes "Associate Fellow" category, 75, 6:41
Committee on Development agenda, 74, 9:31
Committee on Development names award winner, 76, 9:44
Committee on Development reports progress, 75, 5:28
Contributors thanked, 68, 4:18; 69, 5:20; 70, 4:26; 71, 5:35
Contributors to College funds thanked, 72, 8:35; 73, 5:33
Development Office reports recent activities, 74, 4:24
New "ACS Hanlon Fund" invites and rewards contributors, 71, 8:42

Disciplinary actions
Disciplinary actions imposed by the College: February, 1983, 68, 5:28
--October '82, 68, 1:74
--June 1983, 68, 8:41
--October 15, 1983, 69, 1:71
--February 4, 1984, 69, 5:25
--June 9, 1984, 69, 8:43
--February 2, 1985, 70, 4:19
--June 15, 1985, 70, 9:26
--October 20, 1984, 70, 1:69
--October 12, 1985, 71, 1:66
--February 8, 1986, 71, 4:21
--June 7, 1986, 71, 8:46
--October 18, 1986, 72, 1:77
--February 7, 1987, 72, 6:31
--October 10, 1987, 73, 1:65
--June 11, 1988, 73, 8:32
--October 22, 1988, 74, 1:59
--February 4, 1989, 74, 5:43
--June 10, 1989, 74, 8:36
--October 14, 1989, 74, 2:56
--February 3, 1990, 75, 5:25
--June 9, 1990, 75, 8:35
--October 6, 1990, 76, 1:75
--June 8, 1991, 76, 8:44
Disclosure of Commercial Interest, 74, 1:55

Distinguished Service Award
C. Barber Mueller receives top honor, 69, 11:20
C. Thomas Thompson gets top honor, 68, 11:19
Dr. Gerrish and Dr. Padberg receive Distinguished Service Awards, 73, 11:35
George E. Block receives top College honor, 70, 11:22
John Davis receives DSA, 76, 11:32
Luis Sala receives premier ACS honor, 74, 11:28
Seymour Schwartz receives top College honor, 71, 11:44
S. Stuart Mally receives DSA, 77, 11:62
Top College honor awarded to Robert Zeppa, 75, 11:29
Vallee L. Willman receives Distinguished Service Award, 72, 11:28

Dues
Sources of College income explained (Happ), 69, 3:32

Fellows
ACS Director of Special Educational Projects retires, 69, 2:20
An interview with Thomas W. Langlitt, MD, FACS, 76, 9:42
C. Barber Mueller receives top honor, 69, 11:20
C. Rollins Hanlon installed as College President, 72, 11:22
Charles Drake becomes President, 69, 11:19
College pays tribute to Loyal Davis, 68, 1:69
David C. Sabiston, Jr., becomes President, 70, 11:21
Director's Memo: Joseph P. Evans, requiescat in pace (Hanlon), 70, 6:1
Dr. Austen installed as ACS President, 77, 11:61
Dr. Brewer, pioneer chest surgeon, dies, 73, 8:36
Dr. Edwin Gerrish retires, 73, 8:31
Dr. Foote, past Governor and Regent, dies, 73, 8:36
Dr. Hanlon's contributions recognized (Garneski), 71, 8:41
Dr. Hufnagel, pioneer heart surgeon, dies, 74, 8:31
Dr. Murray wins Nobel Prize, 75, 12:51
Dr. Spencer inducted as ACS President, 75, 11:28
Dr. Straffon installed as ACS President, 76, 11:31
Dr. Wilson dies, 74, 6:33
Evarts Graham: Superstar among stars (Mueller), 76, 3:6
Exhibit honors career of surgeon/inventor (Regnier), 75, 5:26
Fellows attend Journée Americaine in France, 75, 1:68
Fellows Leadership Society to honor Dr. John Conley, 75, 9:37
Fellows on TV, 68, 11:18
Fellow receives highest CMA honor, 76, 1:78
Fellows visit Georgia congressional delegation, 75, 11:37
Former ACS President Charles W. McLoughlin, Jr., dies, 75, 7:66
Former President Robert M. Zollinger dies (Hanlon), 77, 8:34
Frank H. Mayfield, neurosurgeon, dies, 76, 4:29
George E. Block receives top College honor, 70, 11:22
Hey! That photo looks familiar, 74, 6:35
Howard Patterson, Past President, dies (Herendeen), 70, 6:37
H. Winnetti Orr's living legacy (Yam and Yax), 77, 3:31
In memory of Woodard D. Beacham, 72, 8:32
J. Andrew Mayer, MD, FACS, dies (Hanlon), 76, 11:40
Joseph Evans, College ambassador, dies (Connaughton), 70, 6:32
Mark M. Ravitch, MD, FACS, dies (Hanlon), 74, 5:37
Noted ophthalmic surgeon dies, 75, 5:24

The Presidential Address: Can one person make a difference? (Warren), 71, 12:8
Regents name new Director, 70, 12:32
Respected surgeon dead at 66, 72, 10:28
S. Barry Sakulsky, surgical oncologist, dies (Herendeen), 70, 9:26
Seymour Schwartz receives top College honor, 71, 11:44
Sir Harry Platt, centenarian, dies, 72, 6:38
Two Fellows receive highest honors in Canada, 70, 6:38
Vallee L. Willman receives Distinguished Service Award, 72, 11:28
Warren H. Cole, former College President, dies (Hanlon), 75, 8:28
W. Dean Warren installed as College President, 71, 11:42
W. Dean Warren, MD, FACS, former ACS President, dies (Jurkiewicz), 74, 8:28
Who says there is no good news? 72, 3:19
William Altemeier, Past President, dies (Herendeen), 69, 2:18
Governors, Board of
Fellows urged to contribute to Governors' annual reports, 68, 5:26; 69, 7:29
--(Carriro), 75, 12:27
--(Cohn), 76, 12:39
--(Donovan), 73, 12:18; 74, 12:12
--(Hermann), 71, 12:12; 72, 12:13
--(Lewis), 77, 12:32
--(Randall), 68, 12:13
--Levels of involvement in the American College of Surgeons (Aust). 70, 12:13

History
ACS history, principles, and guidelines (Warren). 73. 9:14
As I see it (Ebert), 73, 1:1
The American College of Surgeons: Its purpose, development, and administration (Stephenson). 71, 11:27
Evarts Graham: Superstar among stars (Mueller), 76, 3:6
The great snake debate continues (Herendeen), 77, 3:37
History of the American College of Surgeons (Hanlon). 73, 12:8
The Martin Memorial Lecture: The delusions of unity (Hanlon), 71, 11:18
New ACS chronicle available, 76, 2:30; 8:43
Of Aesculapius and the medicine man: Some comments on the College Seal (Stephenson). 68, 10:26
"To think and act as a unit" (Straffon), 76, 11:6

Honorary Fellowships
ACS awards four Honorary Fellowships, 75, 11:30; 76, 11:33; 77, 11:63
Citation for David Innes Williams (Hinman), 68, 11:22
Citation for Mister Ian Alexander McGregor (Jurkiewicz), 71, 11:48
Citation for Professor Alain Carpentier (Austen), 73, 11:30
Citation for Professor Bernard McCarthy O'Brien (Kriek). 74, 11:33
Citation for Professor Christian H. Herfarth (Wells), 77, 11:67
Citation for Professor Egbert Schmiedt (Utz). 73, 11:33
Citation for Professor Enrique Moreno Gonzalez (Schwartz). 76, 11:34
Citation for Professor Erik Amdrup (Nyhus), 74, 11:30
Citation for Professor Georg Heberer (Sabiston). 70, 11:25
Citation for Professor Hans Marberger (Straffon), 70, 11:26
Citation for Professor Harold Ellis (Schwartz). 74, 11:31
Citation for Professor Henri Bismuth (Austen). 71, 11:46
Citation for Professor Hiroshi Akiyama (Walt), 76, 11:38
Citation for Professor Ian Todd (Connolly), 73, 11:32
Citation for Professor Ivan D. A. Johnston (Sabiston). 69, 11:22
Citation for Professor J.A. Myburgh (MacLean). 68, 11:20
Citation for Professor Jan Nielsubowicz (Spencer). 68, 11:21
Citation for Professor John Terblanche (MacLean). 72, 11:27
Citation for Professor Kiyoshi Inokuchi (Warren). 71, 11:47
Citation for Professor Louis F. Hollender (Jordan). 76, 11:36
Citation for Professor Moro Kasai (Warren). 69, 11:23
Citation for Professor Nils G. Kock (Sheldon). 72, 11:25
Citation for Professor Peter Morris (MacLean). 71, 11:49
Citation for Professor Rene G. Favaloro (Maloney). 75, 11:33
Citation for Professor Richard Welbourn (MacLean). 69, 11:24
Citation for Professor Robert B. Duthie (Murray). 72, 11:23
Citation for Professor Roy Caine (MacLean). 70, 11:23
Citation for Professor Rudolf Hohenfellner (Peters). 76, 11:35
Citation for Professor Rudolf Pichlmayr (Wells). 75, 11:34
Citation for Professor Sven-Erik Bergentz (Schwartz). 77, 11:64
Citation for Professor Theodor Scheinin (Leffall). 74, 11:32
Citation for Professor Thomas S. Reeve (Beahrs). 72, 11:25
Citation for Professor Toshio Sato (MacLean). 73, 11:31
Citation for Professor Vladimir Ivanovich Boucharov (Bahnson). 69, 11:21
Citation for Professor Ugo B. Fisch (Ward). 77, 11:66
Citation for Sir Donald F. N. Harrison (Snow). 75, 11:32
Citation for Sir Geoffrey Slaney (Warren). 70, 11:24
Citation for Sir Robert Shields (Drucker). 75, 11:31
Citation for Sir Terence English (Bender), 77, 11:65
College awards four Honorary Fellowships, 72, 11:23; 73, 11:30; 74, 11:29
College selects four Honorary Fellows, 69, 11:21; 70, 11:23; 71, 11:46
Dr. Straffon receives honorary fellowship, 77, 10:34
Three surgeons become Honorary Fellows, 68, 11:20

Insurance
ACS enhances Fellows' insurance program, 75, 7:67
ACS offers new disability coverage, 73, 3:47
Letters: Florida Physicians' Insurance Reciprocal (Walker), 68, 5:27
Notice: Fellows' Insurance Program, 77, 3:36
Rate-making and physician-owned insurance companies (Clementi), 76, 5:14

Officers and staff
ACS Director of Special Educational Projects retires, 69, 2:20
ACS welcomes new Comptroller, 74, 9:35
ACS welcomes new staff members, 75, 9:39
Bulletin staff changes, 72, 9:33
C. Rollins Hanlon installed as College President, 72, 11:22
Cancer Department has a new Director, 68, 9:26
Cancer Department has new leadership team (Brown), 70, 2:23
A change at the top, 71, 11:43
Charles Drake becomes President, 69, 11:19
Clinical Congress focuses on challenges in surgical practice, 68, 12:2
College employee of 69 years dies, 71, 3:34
Cynthia Brown manages Washington Office, 75, 5:25
David C. Sabiston, Jr., becomes President, 70, 11:21
Director's Memo: Last memo of this Director, December 1986 (Hanlon), 71, 12:1

Dr. Austen installed as ACS President, 77, 11:61
Dr. Edwin Gerrish retires, 73, 8:31
Dr. Hanlon agrees to two more years, 69, 12:30
Dr. Hanlon honored by Regents, 69, 7:30
Dr. Hanlon reflects on 15 years of challenges and changes (Kuehn), 69, 9:21
Dr. Hanlon's contributions recognized (Garneski), 71, 8:41
Dr. Hering to retire, 72, 12:38
Dr. Method. SG&O associate editor, dies, 72, 4:31
Dr. Paul Nora joins executive staff, 71, 10:33
Dr. Snyder returns to practice, 69, 11:31
Dr. Spencer inducts as ACS President, 75, 11:28
Dr. Straffon installed as ACS President, 76, 11:31
Dr. Thomas Bligh dies suddenly, 70, 2:25
Focus on Socioeconomics: ACS presence in Washington grows in response to change (Haug), 73, 7:16
Henry T. Bahnson made President, 68, 11:18
Human Resources Director retires, 75, 8:31
M.J. Jurkiewicz installed as College President, 74, 11:26
Mr. Happ leaves ACS after 22 years, 74, 8:30
Mr. Kuehn retires after 20 years, 74, 2:68
New Director of Communications named, 71, 10:33
Oliver H. Beahrs installed as College President, 73, 11:28
Regents name new Director, 70, 12:32
SG&O has new manager, 72, 4:32
Stephen Regnier heads Bulletin staff, 73, 7:65
W. Dean Warren installed as College President, 71, 11:42

Philanthropy
'Adopt a medical school or library program, 71, 9:43
An interview with Thomas W. Langfitt, MD, FACS, 76, 9:42
Are your library shelves full? 72, 4:39
Armand Hammer: First ACS Distinguished Philanthropist, 74, 9:30
Clowes family receives philanthropy award, 77, 1:88
C. Rollins Hanlon Chair of Surgery established, 72, 8:35
College donates SESAP material to China (Garneski), 72, 8:34
College seeks philanthropic support (Sunseri), 73, 5:32
College Leadership Society to honor Dr. John Conley, 75, 9:37
Gift from Clowes Fund establishes research career development award, 75, 10:23
IFSC works to improve surgery in developing nations, 75, 3:26
Laryngoscopes needed in Minsk, 77, 2:55
Latin American nations need equipment, 75, 3:24
Leadership society holds second recognition luncheon, 75, 12:52
Medical equipment acquisition project under way, 71, 8:46
Surplus SESAP sets sail to China, 74, 5:39
Tanzania needs surgeon-teacher, 72, 12:43
Presidential Address
Presidential Address: The assurance of quality (Hanlon), 72, 12:5
Presidential Address: Can one person make a difference? (Warren), 71, 12:8
Presidential Address: Challenges (Bahnson), 68, 12:6
Presidential Address: The College, general surgery, and fragmentation (Jurkiewicz), 74, 11:11
Presidential Address: Fellowship: The benchmark for American surgery (Drake), 69, 12:6
Presidential Address: The physician, patient, and third party (Behrns), 73, 11:4
Presidential Address: Professional liability in the 1980s: Problems and solutions (Sabiston), 70, 12:6
Presidential Address: Surgery is a great career (Austen), 77, 12:6
Presidential Address: "To think and act as a unit" (Straffon), 76, 11:6
Presidential Address: The vital role in medicine of commitment to the patient (Spencer), 75, 11:6
Properties
ACS buys historic Washington, DC, building (Herendeen), 73, 10:9
Assets and liabilities reported (Happ), 68, 5:21
College properties get a facelift (Woelke), 73, 6:24
Murphy Memorial clean-up to begin, 70, 7:26
Publications
1989 CC videotapes available, 75, 8:31, 10:29
1989 Clinical Congress videotapes available, 75, 12:61
1990 CC videotapes available, 76, 5:34
1990 Clinical Congress videotapes available, 76, 5:33
1990 edition of Socio-Economic Factbook for Surgery is now available, 75, 7:65
1991 Clinical Congress videotapes available, 77, 5:42
'84 publications & services, 69, 10:22
About patient education brochures, 70, 8:43
ACS offers surgical care text, 74, 6:35; 75, 2:51, 3:28, 6:40, 11:35
Bibliographies available, 69, 2:20
Bibliographies available now, 70, 3:36
Bibliographies now available, 71, 4:30; 72, 6:32
Bibliographies updated, 68, 7:31
Clinical Congress brochure mailed, 73, 5:41
Clinical Congress films available, 70, 4:29; 71, 5:37; 72, 4:33
Clinical Congress videotapes available, 73, 4:36; 74, 5:41; 75, 5:31
Clinical tapes will be available on-site at Congress. 77, 9:39
College establishes "Associate Fellow" category, 75, 6:41
College offers international scholarship booklet, 77, 6:59
College offers proceedings of resident education conference, 75, 4:27
College print ad campaign begins its annual run, 77, 5:36
CORE bibliography now available, 75, 7:66
Director's Memo: Last memo of this Director, December 1986 (Hanlon), 71, 12:1
Entries for photo contest sought, 77, 3:35
Erratum, 70, 6:38
Fellows asked to return surveys, 72, 12:43
Fellowship certificate available, 76, 8:51
Film addresses viral precautions in OR, 76, 5:26
Films and tapes of '84 Congress available soon, 70, 2:25
New ACS chronicle available, 76, 2:30; 8:43
New brochures and PSAs added to public information campaign, 68, 12:37
Operating room environment bibliography updated, 77, 10:35
OR and trauma bibliographies updated, 68, 3:13
Resources document available, 75, 6:41
Socio-Economic Factbook available, 70, 4:23
Surgical care text available, 76, 4:29; 5:36
Swiss meeting brochure mailed, 68, 9:26
Trauma systems updated bibliography available, 76, 4:28
Volume and technology assessment survey available. 77, 6:39
Watch for the Clinical Congress advance brochure. 70, 5:28; 71, 6:27; 72, 5:18
Watch for the Surgical Profile Survey. 72, 10:25

**Regents, Board of**

Board of Regents meeting February 4, 1983, 68, 5:25
--October 22-24 and October 29, 1982, 68, 1:70
Director's Memo: 1986 predictions (Hanlon), 71, 2:1
Director's Memo: The Board of Regents' meeting (Hanlon). 70, 9:1
Director's Memo: College planning meetings (Hanlon). 70, 8:1
Financial implications of the Regents' planning meeting (Happ), 71, 1:67
Highlights of the Meeting of the Board of Regents June 10-12, 1983. 68. 9:24
--October 14-16 and October 21, 1983, 69, 1:64
--February 3-5, 1984, 69, 5:21
--June 8-10, 1984, 69, 8:40
--October 26 and October 19-21, 1984, 70, 1:67
--February 1-3, 1985, 70, 6:34
--June 14-15, 1985, 70, 9:29

--October 11-13 and October 18, 1985, 71, 1:71
--February 7-9, 1986, 71, 4:26
--June 6-8, 1986, 71, 8:43

--October 17-19 and October 24, 1986, 72, 1:78
--February 6, 1987 (Lynch), 72, 4:26
--June 5-6, 1987 (Lynch), 72, 8:29

--October 9-11 and October 16, 1987 (Lynch), 73, 1:66
--February 5-6, 1988, 73, 5:37
--June 10-11, 1988 (Lynch), 73, 8:33

--October 21-23 and 28, 1988 (Lynch), 74, 1:62
--June 9-10, 1989 (Lynch), 74, 8:33

--October 13-15 and 20, 1989 (Lynch), 75, 1:65
--February 2-3, 1990 (Lynch), 75, 5:33
--June 8-9, 1990 (Lynch), 75, 8:36

--October 5-7 and 12, 1990 (Lynch), 76, 2:34
--June 7-8, 1991 (Lynch), 76, 9:50

--February 7-8, 1992 (Lynch) 77, 6:56
--June 12-13, 1992 (Lynch), 77, 9:44
Regents amend College bylaws, 71, 1:68
Regents approve peer review panel, 72, 9:27

--(Beahrs), 71, 12:11; 72, 12:12
--(Sabiston), 68, 12:11; 69, 12:11
--(Spencer), 73, 12:16; 74, 12:10
--(Walt), 77, 12:29

Report of the Chairman of the Board of Regents: A new dimension for the American College of Surgeons (Beahrs). 70, 12:12
Special report: Discussion from the College's 1991 planning meeting--Part 1 (Meyer). 76, 7:10
--Part 2 (Meyer), 76, 8:6
--Part 3 (Meyer), 76, 9:6
--Part 4 (Meyer), 76, 10:8

**Reports to the Fellows**

Director's report to the Fellows (Hanlon). 68, 12:16: 69, 12:16; 70, 12:15; 71, 12:14
--(Carrico), 75, 12:27
--(Cohn), 76, 12:39
--(Donovan), 73, 12:18; 74, 12:12
--(Hermann), 71, 12:12; 72, 12:13
Scholarships, fellowships, and awards
1987 ACS Fellowships granted, 72, 5:21
1988 ACS Fellowships granted, 73, 5:34
1989 ACS scholarship recipients selected, 74, 1:60
1989 Fellowship recipients chosen, 74, 4:23
1990 Australia and New Zealand Chapter ACS Travelling Fellowship, 74, 10:33
1990 fellowship recipients chosen, 75, 4:23
1990 scholarship recipients chosen, 75, 2:48
1991 fellowship recipients selected, 76, 5:27
1991 scholarship recipients selected, 76, 2:26
1992 ACS Faculty Fellowships awarded, 77, 4:36
1992 fellowships, scholarships, and award available, 76, 5:28
1992 international scholars selected, 77, 3:30
1992 scholarships awarded, 77, 2:48
1993 scholarships, fellowships, and research award available, 77, 5:33
1994 travelling fellowship announced, 77, 12:63
1994 ACS awards, scholarships, and fellowships available, 72, 5:21
1994 Fellowship recipients announced, 76, 4:21
1994 ACS scholars chosen, 68, 5:24; 69, 5:26
1994 ACS scholarships and fellowships available, 74, 4:25; 75, 5:29
1994 ACS scholarships available, 73, 5:34
The ACS Scholarships Committee: A status report (Spencer), 69, 9:28
Applications available for College scholarships and fellowship, 71, 6:28; 69, 5:23; 70, 5:29
Applications available for Schering scholarship awards, 68, 5:27
College offers five International Guest Scholarships, 68, 12:33
College offers International Guest Scholarships, 69, 12:34; 70, 11:29
College offers Loyal Davis scholarship, 68, 6:29
The College's scholarships program is growing, 68, 9:27
Corporate sponsorship for ACS scholarships announced, 74, 1:61
Fellowship certificate available, 76, 8:51
International scholarships available, 72, 11:29; 73, 11:37; 74, 11:37; 75, 11:38; 76, 11:42; 77, 11:70
International Scholarships available, 71, 12:38
New fellowship recipient announced, 76, 7:71
Regents choose scholarship recipients, 70, 5:27
Regents choose scholarships winners, 69, 2:16
Regents select scholarship recipients, 70, 1:70; 71, 1:69; 73, 1:64
Report from a travelling Fellow, 74, 8:36; 75, 8:26
Scholarship recipients chosen, 72, 1:81
Surgical scholarships and fellowships available, 76, 2:30
Three Schering Scholarships awarded, 68, 1:74
Townsend fellowship established, 69, 2:20
Travelling fellowship recipient announced, 75, 11:36; 76, 11:39; 77, 11:69
Travelling fellowship offered, 73, 5:36; 74, 10:34; 75, 10:24; 76, 11:39; 12:64; 77, 11:68
Travelling Fellow reports on experiences "down under," 76, 8:48; 77, 12:62
Trauma Achievement Awards granted, 73, 6:30
Two officers honored in Ireland, 69, 5:28
SESAP
A challenge to your analytic skills,... 70, 9:27
A chance to compare your performance with peers,... 70, 10:28; 71, 1:76; 72, 5:23, 9:21; 73, 4:24
Attendees can preview SESAP VII at Clinical Congress, 75, 7:68
Clinical Congress: Two exhibits you won't want to miss, 73, 9:35
College donates SESAP material to China, 72, 8:34
Director's Memo: What is SESAP? (Hanlon), 71, 7:1
Review SESAP IV with the program's authors! 69, 5:27, 8:43
SESAP '92-'93 to debut at Clinical Congress, 76, 9:46
Surplus SESAP sets sail to China, 74, 5:39
Unique review of SESAP V offered at 1987 Clinical Congress, 72, 4:22

**Spring Meeting**

11th annual Spring Meeting April 10-14, 1983 Washington, DC, 68, 2:20
12th annual Spring Meeting to convene in Hawaii April 1st, 69, 2:27
13th annual Spring Meeting to commence in Miami Beach March 31, 70, 2:28
14th annual Spring Meeting opens in Vancouver, April 13, 71, 2:30
15th annual Spring Meeting opens in Philadelphia, 72, 2:30
16th annual Spring Meeting opens in San Antonio April 10, 73, 2:70
17th annual Spring Meeting opens in Boston, April 2, 74, 1:68
18th annual Spring Meeting opens in Seattle, March 25, 75, 1:70
ACS Spring Meeting goes to Hawaii, 68, 11:24
Airfares to Spring Meeting reduced, 68, 12:39
Big Apple hosts 19th annual Spring Meeting, April 14-17, 1991, 76, 1:80
Boston is site of ACS Spring Meeting, 73, 11:38
Orlando hosts 20th annual Spring Meeting, March 22-25, 1992, 77, 1:94
San Antonio is site of ACS Spring Meeting, 72, 11:30
Seattle is site of the ACS Spring Meeting, 74, 11:35
Spring Meeting evaluated by participants, 72, 6:28
Spring Meeting imminent, 77, 3:36
Spring Meeting in Hawaii, 68, 9:28, 10:27
Spring Meeting to be held in Philadelphia, 71, 11:50
Spring Meeting to be in Miami Beach, 69, 11:25
Spring Meeting to discuss general surgery, 76, 12:65
Vancouver is site of ACS Spring Meeting, 70, 11:28
Visit Boston for the ACS Spring Meeting, 74, 2:72

**Statements**

ACS reemphasizes its position regarding surgical residency training, 74, 12:14
ACS statement on medical staff standards, 68, 3:1
ACS statement on training and certification, 68, 1:72
Regents issue statement on fees for lithotripsy, 71, 4:21
Statement in Response to the Clinical Alert from the National Cancer Institute, 73, 7:17
Statement on Fees for Lithotripsy, 77, 4:32
Statement on Ethics in Patient Referrals to Ancillary Services, 74, 7:6
Statement on Gun Control, 76, 8:30
Statement on Interprofessional Relations with Doctors of Chiropractic, 72, 11:10, 12:4
Statement on Laparoscopic Cholecystectomy, 75, 6:23
Statement on Laser Surgery, 76, 3:12
Statement on the Physician Expert Witness, 74, 8:6
Statement on the surgeon and HIV infection, 76, 12:28
Statement on the Use of Animal in Research, 76, 2:18

**Symposia and workshops**

ACS hosts media relations workshop for Jacksonville Chapter, 74, 11:34
Activities seek to bridge research and clinical care (Warshaw), 76, 9:27
Chiefs of surgery consider management issues (Regnier), 76, 1:72
College hosts workshop on quality assurance in cancer care (Holleb), 73, 11:15
College to co-sponsor conference in Heidelberg, 70, 9:27, 71, 1:70
Communication and cooperation stressed at OR symposium, 68, 10:28
Congress in Argentina is a rousing success (Strauch), 77, 7:72
CORE Symposium IV to be held in New Orleans, 69, 10:42, 70, 3:34
Director's Memo: Joint scientific conference with the German Surgical Society (Hanlon), 71, 8:1
Fifth OR Symposium planned for Denver, 72, 1:82
Operating room symposium examines management problems (Connaughton), 70, 10:24
RCSI and ACS to hold joint meeting, 72, 9:27
Sixth CORE symposium coming to Denver, 74, 4:21
Spectrum '90: The Science and Humanism program (Hanlon), 75, 2:42
Surgery chiefs discuss management, 77, 4:35
Symposium for Initiates, 74, 10:34
Symposium probes risks and future concerns of OR staff (Regnier), 76, 8:35
Symposium targets major concerns of OR personnel (Regnier), 74, 8:23

11
Third OR symposium planned for surgeon/nurse teams, 68, 2:16
Trauma course slated for May in Atlantic City, 68, 2:16
"You're a team" at the 1991 CORE symposium, 76, 4:27

Testimony
ACS Fellows bring the College's message to Washington, DC, 74, 8:32
ACS testifies on payment reform before Senate Subcommittee, 74, 6:30
College responds to HCFA's proposed Medicare fee schedule (Parks), 76, 9:8
College testifies at FDA hearing, 76, 12:61
College testifies before FDA and NIH (Stombler), 77, 4:34
College testifies before PPRC, 76, 2:25
College testifies on FY 1991 budget, 75, 5:23
College testifies on Medicare volume issues, 76, 7:68
College testifies on women's health research, 76, 8:34
Dateline: Washington: ACS announces physician payment reform proposals, 74, 3:4
-ACS comments on clinical labs regulations, 75, 10:5
-ACS comments on EKG proposal, 77, 7:5
-ACS comments on global fees, 76, 4:4
-ACS presents testimony at PhysPRC meeting, 72, 2:3
-ACS testifies before Congressional Health Subcommittee, 74, 5:4
-ACS testifies at PPRC Subcommittee hearing, 72, 12:2
-ACS testifies before COGME, 73, 1:3
-ACS testifies before congressional health subcommittee, 73, 7:2
-ACS testifies before PPRC, 73, 12:2
-ACS testifies on improving medical practice, 75, 1:5
-ACS testifies on Medicare budget, 75, 9:4
-ACS testifies on proposed fee schedule, 76, 8:4
-College testifies before PPRC, 77, 11:4, 2:5
-College testifies on Medicare volume issues, 75, 7:4
-IOM conducts hearing on quality, 73, 12:2
Fellows represent ACS in Washington, DC, 74, 7:76
Focus on Socioeconomics: ACS 1988 governmental activities in review (Haug and Beversdorf), 74, 2:63
Focus on Socioeconomics: ACS 1989 governmental activities in review (Haug and Beversdorf), 75, 3:18
Focus on Socioeconomics: ACS 1990 federal activities in review (Haug and Brown), 76, 3:25
Focus on Socioeconomics: ACS governmental activities in review (Haug), 71, 9:32
Focus on Socioeconomics: ACS officer testifies at Senate hearing on physician reimbursement (Polatsek), 71, 1:65
Focus on Socioeconomics: ACS testifies at Senate hearing on physician reimbursement reform (Havens), 72, 4:18
Focus on Socioeconomics: ACS testifies on Budget Reconciliation proposals before Senate and House committees (Beversdorf), 72, 9:25
Focus on Socioeconomics: College Director testifies in House of Representatives on professional liability (Haug), 71, 5:32
Focus on Socioeconomics: College official testifies in Congress (Polatsek), 71, 4:15
Focus on Socioeconomics: Mandatory second opinion programs (Parks), 68, 10:25
Focus on Socioeconomics: Medicare financing of graduate education (Polatsek), 70, 8:38
Focus on Socioeconomics: Reimbursement is key issue as College testifies before House and Senate committees (Polatsek), 71, 6:25
Focus on Socioeconomics: The role of the Washington Office (Brown and Hill), 76, 11:27
Medicare fee schedule: Issues and options (ACS testimony), 73, 12:5
Ohio Fellows represent College in Washington, DC, 74, 11:36
Proposals to modify Medicare's physician payment system (ACS testimony), 74, 3:6

B
BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH
ACS Surgical Research and Education Committee: New initiatives planned to help young investigators (Warshaw), 75, 9:6
As I see it (Ebert), 75, 1:1
Biomedical research book available, 76, 2:28
Biomedical research news, 77, 1:93
Biomedical research publications available, 76, 8:44; 77, 6:64
Booklet illustrates value of animal research, 75, 8:32
CCSR becomes the ACS Surgical Education and Research Committee (Warshaw), 74, 9:15
CCSR reports on information on NIH grants for training and early career development (Warshaw), 73, 9:20
CCSR reports on obtaining grants (Warshaw), 72, 9:15
Council on surgical research formed, 70, 7:27
Dateline: Washington: ACS offers input on drafting animal welfare regulations, 71, 6:3
-Bill to protect animal research facilities passed, 75, 2:5
-House approves APHIS funds for FY 1987, 71, 9:3
Focus on Socioeconomics: The continuing debate on the use of animals in research (Turpin), 71, 3:17

Gibbon Lecture: Cold hearts and vital lessons (Bigelow), 69, 6:12

Hastings Center report explores ethics of animal research, 75, 9:36

Obtaining NIH grants (Zinner), 72, 9:16

A proposal to balance the activities of animal rights groups (Salander), 70, 10:16

Obtaining grants: An update from the Conjoint Council (Warshaw), 71, 7:22

The VA merit review system (Polk), 72, 9:19

Writing a research grant (Niederhuber), 72, 9:6

CANCER

Education

1988 Cancer Management Courses planned, 73, 1:71

1990 Cancer Management Course offered, 74, 12:45

Advanced cancer course to be offered in 1991, 75, 8:29

At Clinical Congress: Cancer Liaison Program scheduled to meet, 75, 9:40

Breast cancer conference scheduled, 75, 2:52

Cancer commission to meet during Congress, 77, 7:78

The Cancer Management Course, 76, 11:43

Cancer Management Course begins sixth year, 74, 1:65

Cancer Management Courses remaining for 1987, 72, 8:37

The Cancer Management Course: Past, present, and future (Wanebo and Berksion), 71, 9:38

CMC sites update, 72, 1:83

CMC Update, 72, 5:19

College and American Cancer Society promote colorectal cancer awareness program (Winchester, Fink, and Jolly), 73, 4:31

College hosts workshop on quality assurance in cancer care (Holleb), 73, 11:15

Commission on Cancer activities, 71, 12:35

Commission on Cancer provides two Congress highlights, 76, 8:42

Director of National Cancer Institute to speak at cancer meeting, 75, 8:30

Director's Memo: The College and cancer. 1983 (Hanlon), 68, 9:1

Director's Memo: The College and cancer, 1986 (Hanlon), 71, 9:1

The Field Liaison Program: Why bother? (McGinnis), 68, 9:22

Halsted revisited (Holleb), 71, 9:20

HHS Secretary to speak at cancer meeting, 74, 10:32

Joint effort establishes cancer data base, 75, 12:57

Letters: Breast cancer brochures (Miller), 73, 4:34

Man in van spreads news of cancer plan, 73, 3:46

Patient care and research activities (Steele), 73, 10:8

PG 10 examines cancer in special populations, 77, 3:41

Preliminary results from a Survey on Tumor Conferences and Boards (Smart and Henson), 71, 9:25

The relationship of fibrocystic disease to breast cancer (Winchester), 71, 9:29

Spectrum '89: The evolution of gynecologic oncology as a surgical specialty (Isaacs), 74, 6:21

Spectrum 1988: Surgical oncology--The discipline today (Leffall), 73, 3:43

What can we do about cancer? (Troksa), 77, 5:39

Management

Adjuvant chemotherapy for breast cancer: Ethical considerations (Mueller), 74, 10:9

The American Joint Committee on Cancer (Beahrs), 69, 9:16

The attitudes of surgeons toward clinical trials (Trimble, Winchester, and Niederhuber), 77, 10:23

CanSur: From acronym to actuality (Clive), 69, 9:14

The challenges facing the surgeon in caring for cancer patients (Winchester), 70, 9:18

College distributes CANSUR/NET, 72, 9:28

Dateline: Washington: National cancer registry program established, 77, 12:4

Developing a cancer management course (Wilson), 69, 9:9

Director's Memo: Cancer, 1984 (Hanlon), 69, 9:1
Fellows urged to enter PDQ, 69, 9:27
FYI, 76, 1:92
Historic indicators of breast cancer risk (Page and Dupont), 76, 9:16
The hospital cancer program: Is it cost efficient? (Fleming), 69, 9:12
The Illinois experience: The AJCC (Schmitz and Sylvestre), 70, 9:20
Interpretation of patient care studies (Beart), 71, 9:27
Letters: A hypothesis on breast cancer (Evans), 72, 1:94
Letters: What PDQ means to you (DeVita), 69, 2:22
NCI programs in cancer prevention and control (Wilson), 70, 9:23
The potential for progress in cancer management today (Smart), 68, 9:12
A report on the first national conference central registries (Howells), 71, 9:40
Screening and breast cancer: A surgical perspective (Walt), 75, 9:6
Tumor registries: A hospital’s assurance of quality patient care (Snyder), 69, 9:18
Uses of tumor-registry data in program planning and administration (Sakulsky and Feingold), 68, 9:19
Using a hospital cancer registry effectively in a cancer-management program (Neitlich, Gray, and O'Sullivan), 68, 9:16

Treatment advances
AIDS: A surgeon’s responsibility (Lotze), 70, 9:6
As I see it (Ebert), 74, 9:3
The biologic basis for breast cancer treatment options (Osborne), 71, 9:4
Carcinoma of the endometrium: A survey of practice (Donegan and Wharton), 69, 9:5
Colorectal cancer screening and case-finding (Jolly), 70, 9:2
The current role of adjuvant chemotherapy and endocrine therapy for breast cancer (Khandekar), 71, 9:15
Dateline: Washington: ACS Fellows participate in IOM breast cancer research workshop, 74, 5:4
Defining the surgical oncologist (Wilson), 69, 7:9
The impact of emerging biotechnology on cancer care (Rosenberg), 69, 9:2
FYI, 72, 10:30; 74, 1:79; 75, 4:28, 6:48, 12:63; 77, 3:44, 12:70
Magnetic resonance imaging and cancer staging (Knop), 70, 9:13
NIH consensus paper on melanoma available, 77, 11:69
Progress in breast-cancer treatment, today, and tomorrow (Wilson), 68, 9:2
Progress in the treatment of testis tumors (Murphy), 68, 9:7
Standards for breast-conservation treatment developed, 77, 7:75
The Star Wars revolution: Lasers in cancer surgery (Arnonoff), 72, 8:8
What's new in cancer surgery (Balch), 69, 1:3
What's new in oncology (Rosenberg), 68, 1:26
What's new in surgical oncology (Bland), 77, 11:30
—(Chang), 77, 1:41
—(Daly), 73, 1:46
—(McKneally), 70, 1:53
—(Niederhuber), 72, 2:18
—(Roth), 76, 1:30
—(Seigler), 71, 1:46
—(Steele), 74, 2:30
—(Townsend), 75, 1:28

CARDIOTHORACIC SURGERY
Biological tissues and surgical issues (Carpentier), 77, 5:13
Cardiac surgery 1989 (Clark), 74, 10:17
The current practice of heart transplantation (Reitz), 70, 5:11
Dateline: Washington: CABG project planned, 76, 3:4
—HCFA initiates demonstration project for regional CABG centers, 74, 1:5
—Inspector General releases coronary artery bypass graft study, 72, 10:2.
—National Cardiac Pacemaker Registry established, 72, 10:3
From palliation to prevention: The history of cardiac surgery (Hufnagel), 71, 5:12
FYI, 77, 10:40
Gibbon Lecture: Cold hearts and vital lessons (Bigelow), 69, 6:12
Gibbon Lecture: Substitute hearts (Bahnsen), 72, 4:4
Growth of the Specialties: Breaking the final barrier (Herendeen), 71, 9:35
Guidelines for minimal standards in cardiac surgery (The Subcommittee on Cardiac Surgery Standards of the Advisory Council for Cardiothoracic Surgery), 69, 1:67; 76, 8:27
Indications for the use of permanently implanted cardiac pacemakers, 71, 2:26
What’s new in cardiac surgery (Cohn), 77, 11:7
—(Cox), 77, 1:11
—(Edmunds), 73, 2:5
-(Karp), 75, 2:13
-(Kouchoukos), 72, 1:9
-(Levitsky), 76, 1:8
What's new in cardiothoracic surgery (Daggett), 70, 1:3
-(Pierce), 69, 1:8
-(Wechsler), 71, 5:19
-(Wilcox), 68, 1:5

COLON AND RECTAL SURGERY
American Board of Colon and Rectal Surgery (Abcarian). 75, 12:28; 76, 12:41; 77, 12:41
-(Volpe), 68, 12:21; 69, 12:18; 70, 12:20; 71, 12:19; 72, 12:20; 73, 12:32; 74, 12:23
Colorectal cancer screening and case-finding (Jolly), 70, 9:2
FYI, 73, 6:31; 74, 10:40; 75, 1:69; 76, 11:40; 77, 8:40

The Growth of the Specialties: Caretakers of anorectal disorders (Herendeen), 71, 3:14
What's new in colon and rectal surgery (Gordon), 68, 1:8
-(Hambrick), 69, 1:12
-(Kodner), 71, 1:3
-(Nelson), 76, 1:12
-(Roberts), 77, 11:11
-(Rothenberger), 72, 1:13
-(Rubin), 75, 1:8
-(Scoma), 70, 1:7
-(Wolff), 77, 1:17

What's new in colorectal surgery (Rosenthal), 73, 2:11

COST CONTAINMENT AND CALCULATION
Access to care in a changing practice environment (Geelhoed), 70, 6:11
As I see it (Ebert), 73, 6:1; 74, 7:2; 76, 6:2; 77, 9:2
Assessing prospective payment (Steinwaid), 71, 7:4
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Yesterday, today, and tomorrow: Abdominal trauma management in America (Shaftan), 74, 3:21
Zabdiel Boylston and colonial surgery: American surgery and public health in the early 18th century (Moore), 68, 5:13
IMPAIRED PHYSICIAN
The evolution of the Oregon program for impaired physicians (Ulwelling), 76, 3:18
Governors at Work: The Committee on Impaired Physicians (Tompkins), 75, 12:46
Governors at Work: The Committee on the Impaired Physician (Tompkins), 77, 2:40
How to recognize and help an impaired surgeon (Hyde), 73, 4:4
The impaired surgeon: Diagnosis, treatment, and reentry, 77, 10:29
Management of the impaired person in the OR (Hyde), 74, 11:6
Monitoring recovering physicians: The New Mexico experience (Miscall), 76, 3:22
Young surgeons speak up (Connaughton), 69, 7:22

IN MEMORIA
ACS now has portrait of Evarts Graham, 75, 11:36
ACS receives gift from Scudder's granddaughter, 76, 1:76
Alton Ochsner biography available, 76, 10:35
College employee of 69 years dies, 71, 3:34
College pays tribute to Loyal Davis, 68, 1:69
College receives Cushing stamps, 74, 7:77
College receives gift, 76, 11:41
Cushing stamp dedicated, 72, 9:28

Director's Memo: Joseph P. Evans, requiescat in pace (Hanlon), 70, 6:1
Dr. Brewer, pioneer chest surgeon, dies, 73, 8:36
Dr. Foote, past Governor and Regent, dies, 73, 8:36
Dr. Hufnagel, pioneer heart surgeon, dies, 74, 8:31
Dr. Method, SG&O associate editor, dies, 72, 4:31
Dr. Thomas Bligh dies suddenly, 70, 2:25
Dr. Wilson dies, 74, 6:33
Former President Charles W. McLaughlin, Jr., dies, 75, 7:66
Former President Robert M. Zollinger dies (Hanlon), 77, 8:34
Frank H. Mayfield, neurosurgeon, dies, 76, 4:29
Howard Patterson, Past President, dies (Herendeen), 70, 6:37
H. Winnet Orr's living legacy (Yam and Yax), 77, 3:31
In memory of Woodard D. Beacham, 72, 8:32
J. Andrew Mayer, MD, FACS, dies (Hanlon), 76, 11:40
Jerry G. Peers, RN, leader in perioperative nursing, dies (Hanlon), 76, 7:70
Joseph Evans, College ambassador, dies (Connaughton), 70, 6:32
Mark M. Ravitch, MD, FACS, dies (Hanlon), 74, 5:37
Noted ophthalmic surgeon dies, 75, 5:24
Portrait of Dr. Martin returns to headquarters, 76, 1:77
Respected surgeon dead at 66, 72, 10:28
S. Barry Sakulsky, surgical oncologist, dies, 70, 9:26
Sir Harry Platt, centenarian, dies, 72, 6:28
Stephen Smith: Pioneer of American surgery and public health (Roses), 76, 12:11
Townsend fellowship established, 69, 2:20
Warren H. Cole, former College President, dies (Hanlon), 75, 8:28
W. Dean Warren, MD, FACS, former ACS President, dies (Jurkiewicz), 74, 8:28
William Altemeier, Past President, dies (Herendeen), 69, 2:18

INFORMATION SYSTEMS/DATA BASES
ACP offers automation course, 69, 10:42
AMA offers MAP service, 70, 9:34
An insider's view of the National Practitioner Data Bank: An interview with Norman Odyniec, MD, FACS (Stomblter), 77, 9:22
As I see it (Ebert), 75, 9:3, 11:2
CanSur: From acronym to actuality (Clive), 69, 9:14
College distributes CANSUR/NET, 72, 9:28
Dateline: Washington: HHS awards contract for national practitioner Data Bank, 74, 2:4
——National physician data bank closer to reality, 73, 7:3
Fellows urged to enter PDQ, 69, 9:27
The hospital cancer program: Is it cost efficient? (Fleming), 69, 9:12
The Illinois experience: The AJCC (Schmitz and Sylvester), 70, 9:20
Letters: What PDQ means to you (DeVita), 69, 2:22
The National Practitioner Data Bank: What surgeons should know (Schneidman), 75, 10:14
National registry collects data on expert witnesses (Nora), 75, 8:16
Panel will consider impact of computers, 75, 9:40
Tumor registries: A hospital's assurance of quality patient care (Snyder), 69, 9:18
Uses of tumor-registry data in program planning and administration (Sakulsky and Feingold), 68, 9:19
Using a hospital cancer registry effectively in a cancer-management program (Neitlich, Gray. and O'Sullivan), 68, 9:16
INFORMED CONSENT
Dateline: Washington: Bill would offer options to breast cancer patients, 76, 4:5
Ethical issues in fetal surgery (Murray), 70, 6:6
Ethics of withdrawing nutritional support for patients with untreatable disease (Katz), 73, 11:14
Improving surgical risk management techniques: The process of informed consent (Holzer), 74, 9:10
Legalized active euthanasia: An Aesculapian tragedy (Kinsella, Singer, and Siegler), 74, 12:6
Letters: Artificial hearts and ethical questions (Krupkin), 70, 9:32
Letters: Dr. Macklin replies (Macklin), 70, 9:32
Letters: Euthanasia (Crite), 74, 3:2
Letters: Informed consent (Beck), 74, 11:40
Letters: Informed consent (Kraf), 69, 7:26
The implications and applications of institutional ethics committees (Cranford and Van Allen), 70, 6:19
The range of euthanasia (Thomasma), 73, 8:4
Surgeon's Counsel: Proxy decision-making for the terminally ill: Where are the guidelines? (Reed and Olson), 70, 6:25
Surgeon's Counsel: Implant manufacturer and physician: Must both warn the patient of a product's risks? (Reed and Olson), 70, 5:19

INTERNATIONAL MEETINGS
ACS joint meeting planned for June 1984 in Switzerland, 68, 5:29
ACS joint meeting: June in Switzerland, 68, 3:17
ACS meeting features international approaches to surgical problems, 75, 4:22
ACS to meet in Thailand, 74, 12:46
ACS to meet in Thailand in 1990, 74, 5:38
AIDS symposium to be held in London, 72, 10:26
Bangkok to host ACS in 1990, 74, 9:32
Call for papers at Edinburgh joint meeting, 76, 1:90, 7:72, 8:47, 9:55
College Meeting notes, 70, 12:33
College to co-sponsor conference in Heidelberg, 70, 9:27, 71, 1:70
Congress in Argentina is a rousing success (Strach), 77, 7:72
Director's Memo: Joint scientific conference with the German Surgical Society, 71, 8:1
Edinburgh to host joint scientific meeting in May, 77, 2:51
Emerald Isle is site of ACS/RCSI meeting, 73, 1:69
"Epic" meeting takes place in Edinburgh (Strach), 77, 9:41
First International Conference on Burns and Fire Disasters (Hanlon), 76, 1:66
Fourth Latin American Congress to be held in May, 77, 1:91
International meetings calendar, 77, 2:43
Joint conference offered in Edinburgh, 77, 3:43
Joint medical meeting to be held on May, 77, 1:92
Meeting notes, 70, 7:28
Meeting Notes, 68, 5:30, 4:21
Plan now for ACS joint meeting in Switzerland, 68, 7:31
Plan now for autumn international meetings, 74, 8:38
RCPS(C) meeting approaching, 74, 7:79
RCSI and ACS to hold joint meeting, 72, 9:27
Report on the joint meeting of the ACS and RCSI, May 23-25, 1988 (Hanlon), 73, 8:30
Surgeons of Great Britain and Ireland plan meeting, 72, 8:32
Swiss meeting brochure mailed, 68, 9:26
Third ACS Latin American Congress held, 74, 7:78
Tour the British Isles after ACS/RCSI joint meeting, 73, 3:47
Tour the British Isles during ACS/RCSI joint meeting, 73, 2:65
Tumor meeting to be held in Canada, 74, 1:78
Windward island host (Bronx Chapter meeting (Brodman), 70, 7:29

THE JOINT COMMISSION ON THE ACCREDITATION OF HOSPITALS
Dateline: Washington: GAO to examine JCAHO operation, 74, 1:5
Director's Memo: JCAH Medical Staff Standards (Hanlon), 68, 2:1
Director's Memo: JCAH standards: Going, going... (Hanlon), 68, 12:1
Director's Memo: JCAH update, September 1983 (Hanlon), 68, 10:1
Director's Memo: JCAH...nobly save or meanly lose... (Hanlon), 68, 3:1
Director's Memo: JCAH: Labels and legalisms (Hanlon), 68, 6:1
JC standards manual available, 73, 3:46
The JCAH: What now? (Davis), 69, 4:14
JCAH accreditation: Do we need it for ambulatory surgical centers? (Schultz), 70, 4:27
JCAH addresses small hospitals' issues, 72, 6:31
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JCAH's new name reflects growing role. 72, 12:40
Joint Commission issues guidelines newsletter. 74, 8:39
Meeting standards for high-quality health care: An interview with Dennis S. O'Leary, MD. (Gere). 73, 4:7
News from the JCAH, 70, 9:34
Surgeon's Counsel: Hospital privileges: State law comes to fore (Reed and Feingold). 71, 11:39

LAPAROSCOPIC SURGERY
Laparoscopic cholecystectomy PG course updated, 75, 8:34
Laparoscopic surgery course slated for Clinical Congress. 76, 8:49
PG course featuring laparoscopic cholecystectomy announced for Clinical Congress. 75, 6:44
Spectrum '90: Cholecystectomy: Laparoscopic or open operation? (Terblanche). 75, 10:19

LEGISLATION
Dateline: Washington: Bill introduced to eliminate offsets. 76, 9:4
-- Bill to limit physician drug sales approved. 72, 7:3
-- Congress acts on Catastrophic health insurance law. 74, 11:5
-- Congress clears Medicare changes, 77, 11:4
-- Congress introduces patient outcomes assessment bills. 74, 5:5
-- Draft registration of health-care professionals proposed. 71, 6:2
-- EMS bill introduced, 77, 4:5
-- Fiscal 1987 budget process progresses slowly, 71, 10:2
-- Fiscal year 1987 budget update, 71, 6:2
-- Fiscal year 1987 budget update, 71, 8:2
-- FY 1990 budget resolution approved by Congress. 74, 6:4
-- FY '93 budget resolution passes, 77, 7:4
-- Gramm-Rudman sequestration order takes effect. 71, 4:2
-- Health appropriations bill enacted, 77, 12:4
-- Health package signed by President. 71, 12:2
-- HHS appropriations bill passed. 73, 8:2
-- House approves HHS appropriations bill for FY 1987. 71, 9:3
-- House approves trauma program funding. 77, 9:5
-- House committee approves health spending bill, 74, 9:4
-- House committee passes liability bill, 77, 6:5
-- House makes progress on health Legislation. 73, 7:3
-- House passes Medicare technical amendments. 77, 1:5
-- Insurance reforms introduced, 76, 12:5
-- Legislative notes. 71, 8:2
-- Modest increases in health spending approved for FY '88, 73, 2:3
-- More stringent limitations on patient referrals proposed. 74, 4:6
-- Organ procurement standards delayed, 75, 7:5
-- Peer review physicians protected from lawsuits under proposed legislation. 71, 5:3
-- Physician draft thwarted, 71, 8:2
-- President issues FY '92 budget. 76, 3:4
-- President sends FY 1991 budget to Congress. 75, 3:4
-- President signs Fire Safe Cigarette Law. 75, 9:5
-- President signs health bills, 76, 1:5
-- President signs health package into law, 73, 12:3
-- President submits budget to Congress. 77, 3:4
-- Product liability bill dies, 71, 11:3
-- Professional liability bills introduced. 76, 4:5
-- Professional liability update, 71, 4:2
-- Proposal to divert drug money to trauma rejected. 77, 9:5
-- Safety belt, motorcycle helmet law enacted, 77, 2:4
-- Seat belt/helmet proposal advances, 76, 7:5
-- Senate approves HHS appropriations bill. 71, 10:3
-- Senate committee approves health reform bill. 77, 3:5
-- Stark introduces physician recertification bill, 77, 6:5
-- Subcommittee drafts health reform proposal. 77, 8:4
-- Supreme court rules a provision of Gramm-Rudman unconstitutional. 71, 8:2
-- Tax reform bill approved by Senate Finance Committee. 71, 6:2
-- Trauma center funding bill adopted. 77, 8:5
-- Trauma center reimbursement bill introduced. 75, 6:5
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Trauma funding bill advances, 77, 4:4
Trauma program is funded, 77, 1:4
Ways and means Committee approves reconciliation package, 74, 8:4

Focus on Socioeconomics: The 98th Congress in review (Pitcher), 70, 1:64
Focus on Socioeconomics: The 99th Congress in review: Deficit reduction took precedence (Polatsek), 71, 2:20
Focus on Socioeconomics: 1988 state legislative roundup (Cunico), 74, 5:26
Focus on Socioeconomics: Congress considers legislation to encourage the development of regional trauma systems (Brown), 72, 12:19
Focus on Socioeconomics: Congress resumes consideration of trauma systems legislation (Brown), 74, 5:26
Focus on Socioeconomics: Congressional initiatives to reduce malpractice costs (Seeger), 69, 5:16
Focus on Socioeconomics: The continuing debate on the use of animals in research (Turpin), 71, 3:17
Focus on Socioeconomics: Major health policy bills approved during the 99th Congress (Beversdorf), 72, 2:21
Focus on Socioeconomics: Medical professional liability issues capture congressional interest (Stombler), 75, 10:21
Focus on Socioeconomics: The National Organ Transplantation Act (Zaontz), 70, 5:18
Focus on Socioeconomics: State legislative roundup--1989 (Schneidman), 75, 2:45
Focus on Socioeconomics: State legislative roundup--1990 (Schneidman), 76, 1:68
HCFA implements physician provisions from 1986 budget reconciliation law (Beversdorf), 72, 12:14
How the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1986 will affect surgeons (Beversdorf), 71, 12:15
Legislative workshop report: Congress battles health costs (Connaughton), 68, 7:23
The Medical Malpractice Reform Act (Mrazek), 71, 3:9
Model legislation (Committee on Trauma, ACS), 71, 10:37
The national perspective: A crisis may be in the wings (Longerbeam), 68, 2:3
The role of the federal government in higher education (Giamatti), 68, 5:2

LETTERS
AIDS and the unborn patient (Dolan), 72, 10:29
Amendment to American Board of Surgery report (Griffen), 71, 2:26
Ancient trephinations (Tupper), 72, 1:86
Artificial hearts and ethical questions (Krupkin), 70, 9:32
Bovie hazards (Knapp), 71, 7:26
Breast cancer brochures (Miller), 73, 4:34
Canadian health care (Gordon), 74, 11:40
Certification and Medicare payments (Ennis), 72, 12:44
Defining outpatient surgery (Obenour and Turner), 71, 7:24
Disinfecting the operating room (Fernsebner), 72, 10:29
Dr. Alexander responds (Alexander), 71, 7:24, 7:25
Dr. Fry responds (Fry), 69, 11:30
Dr. Little responds (Little), 71, 6:30
Dr. Macklin replies (Macklin), 70, 9:32
Dr. Pickleman responds (Pickleman), 72, 6:30
Dr. Stamper responds (Stamper), 70, 4:25
Elderly patients and herniorrhaphies (Sewak), 72, 4:30
Euthanasia (Crile), 74, 3:2
Evaluating residents (Martin), 68, 5:27
Florida Physicians' Insurance Reciprocal (Walker), 68, 5:27
Fragmentation and rotating internships (Raffensperger), 71, 6:31
Fresh-frozen plasma (Bernstein), 69, 7:27
Gender and surgical skills (Silen), 72, 6:30
Halfsted and gloves (Miller), 72, 1:84
Hayes responds (Hayes), 68, 4:22
Hemorrhage recurrence rate (Barnes), 71, 7:25
Hippocrates on epilepsy (Calman), 72, 1:84
Holes in surgical gloves (Beck), 76, 7:75
A hypothesis on breast cancer (Evans), 72, 1:84
Immunization: Are we up-to-date? (Furste), 76, 7:75
Inappropriate word choice (Clark), 72, 4:30
Informed consent (Beck), 74, 11:40
Informed consent (Kraft), 69, 7:26
Is the vascular surgery certification process fair? (Fletcher), 69, 11:30
Lasers and fire hazards (Ossoff), 72, 4:29
Lawyers and the sponge count (Brown), 71, 6:30
Luque rods and arthrodesis (Bierbaum), 70, 4:25
Medicare's payment practices (Kaplan), 72, 4:29
More on Shouldice Hospital (Reiling), 72, 1:86
Nationality and political pressure (Carey), 71, 2:26
No case run of the mill for MDs (McCandish), 68, 4:22
Physician assignment (Morgan), 69, 7:27
Plastic surgeons' nomenclature (Ettelson), 73, 4:34
Professional liability (Gibbs), 69, 7:27
Prophylactic cesarean section (Feldman), 71, 6:30
Quality control in ambulatory ophthalmic surgical centers (Neumann), 70, 4:24
Research in residency training (Rhinelanders), 68, 5:27
Residency programs in Latin America (daRosa), 72, 10:29
Rural medicine (Oswalt), 72, 12:44
Some more orthopaedic firsts (Kearns), 71, 6:31
Specialization vs. fragmentation (Berardi), 75, 8:2
The students' dilemma (Fiori), 72, 12:44
Surgical gloves (Kindling), 74, 9:2
—(Miller), 74, 9:2
—(Wallach), 74, 9:2
Tanzania needs teachers (Gordon), 70, 9:32
Tort system criticized (Ritchings), 68, 4:22
Total care of the elderly person (Wilkinson), 74, 3:2
Transplants: Another viewpoint (Nilges), 69, 7:26
Trauma care (Maun), 75, 8:2
Uncle Sam wants you (Mayer), 73, 4:34
Uncle Sam wants you (Beary), 68, 11:26
Urological instruments (Walsh), 72, 1:85
What PDQ means to you (DeVita), 69, 2:22
What's wrong with trauma care? (Anast), 75, 6:45
—(Campbell), 75, 6:45
—(Jackson), 75, 6:46
—(Kuhlman), 75, 6:47
—(Mulder), 75, 6:45
—(Roberts), 75, 6:46
—(Williams), 75, 6:45

MARTIN MEMORIAL LECTURE
American medicine: The power shift (Ginzberg), 70, 4:2
Asklepios as American surgeon (Jonsen), 74, 5:10
The delusions of unity (Hanlon), 71, 11:18
Let's improve our image (Zollinger), 77, 4:6
The role of the federal government in higher education (Giamatti), 68, 5:2

MEDICAL WORKFORCE
As I see it (Ebert), 72, 7:1
Dateline: Washington: ACS testifies before COGME Manpower Subcommittee, 74, 7:4
—COGME issues draft manpower report, 76, 2:5
—COGME recommends primary care quotas, 77, 9:5
—Federal Council on Graduate Medical Education meets, 72, 1:3
—GME Advisory Council explores surgical manpower issues, 72, 8:3
Female surgeons in the U.S.: An 18-year review (Peebles), 74, 11:18
Focus on Socioeconomics: COGME initiates new physician manpower study (Brown), 74, 12:37
Focus on Socioeconomics: Physician unions: More questions than answers (Cunico), 74, 7:19
Foreign Medical Graduates in U.S. Surgery: Part 1 (Boggs), 72, 7:4
—Part II, 72, 8:11
Reexamining trends in the supply of surgeons (Misek), 73, 6:15
Report on surgical manpower: A look at past and present trends (Socioeconomic Affairs Department), 76, 7:12
The residency experience: The woman's perspective (Sandrick), 77, 8:10
Residency manpower trends (Misek), 72, 9:22, 73, 10:12
—(Karnell), 75, 1:52, 76, 6:26
Specialization in surgery—Implications for trauma-related disciplines (Mulder), 73, 5:15
The status of surgical manpower (Zuidema), 69, 4:2
Surgical manpower in Africa (Wasunna), 72, 6:18
Surgical manpower in Australia, New Zealand, Southeast Asia, and the Pacific Basin (Reeve), 72, 6:16
Surgical manpower in Europe, Great Britain, and Ireland (Slaney), 72, 6:10
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Surgical manpower in Japan and China (Nakayama), 72, 6:11
Surgical manpower in Latin America (Patino), 72, 6:14
Surgical manpower in the United States (Hanlon), 72, 6:8
The Surgical Manpower Survey: Selected operative procedures performed by board-certified general surgeons, 1982-1985 (Kamel!), 72, 10:9
The Surgical Manpower Survey: Workload changes among general surgeons (Misek), 72, 2:12
Surgical manpower worldwide (MacGowan), 72, 6:5
Surgical residents in the eighties (Misek and Hynds-Kamel!), 71, 4:4
Trauma manpower in the decade of aftershock (Sheldon), 77, 5:6
Women in surgery: A study of first-year medical students (Gordin, Jacobsen and Rimm), 76, 10:22

MEDICARE

ACS general surgeons participate in payment reform activities (Brown), 76, 8:8
As I see it (Ebert), 74, 3:3; 75, 1:1; 76, 3:2; 77, 3:2
Chapter Officers' Seminar: Business: The sleeping giant of medicine (Connaughton), 69, 11:26
College report analyzes recent Medicare data (Hill and Martin), 76, 4:6
College responds to HCFA's proposed Medicare fee schedule (Parks), 76, 9:8
College responds to Medicare physician payment issues (Markus and Parks)
-Part I: Designing a reasonable payment process, 72, 1:4
-Part II: Defining payment units for physicians' services, 72, 2:4
-Part III: Assistants at surgery and physician participation in Medicare, 72, 3:8
The current status of payment for surgical services (Grigsby), 70, 7:8
-92 fee update, MVPS recommendations issued, 76, 6:4
-Budget reconciliation bills stalled, 71, 9:2
-Budget reconciliation legislation signed into law, 73, 2:2
-Capital payment under Medicare subject of congressional debate, 71, 4:2
-Catastrophic insurance bill passes house, 73, 7:2
-College responds to HCFA's proposed Medicare rule establishing Inherently Reasonable Charge Limits, 71, 5:2
-Congress acts on federal budget resolution, 73, 5:2
-Congress lifts Medicare fee freeze, 71, 11:2
-Congress reviews balance billing limits, 77, 6:4
-EKG proposal advances in House, 77, 10:4
-FY '90 budget bill includes cuts in Medicare payments, 75, 1:5
-GAO studies physician incentive plans, 71, 9:3
-GAO study finds physician incentives threaten quality of HMO care, 74, 2:5
-HCFA issues definition of surgical services, 75, 6:4
-HCFA issues fee schedule corrections, 77, 11:5
-HCFA issues model fee schedule, 75, 10:4
-HCFA issues Medicare fee schedule, 77, 1:4
-HCFA panels review relative values, 77, 7:5
-HCFA proposes reasonable-charge limitations for Medicare, 71, 4:3
-HCFA proposes rule to modify indirect graduate medical education payment, 71, 4:2
-HCFA proposes to discontinue specialty differentials, 73, 6:2
-HCFA releases hospital mortality data, 73, 2:2; 74, 2:5
-HCFA standardizes claim forms, 77, 1:5
-HCFA to issue comparative performance reports, 75, 11:4
-House approves budget resolution, 72, 5:2
-House committees approve budget reconciliation packages, 72, 9:3
-House passes Catastrophic insurance legislation, 72, 9:3
-Implementation of physician incentive provisions delayed, 72, 11:3
-Insurers sued over Medicare secondary payer program, 74, 6:5
-IOM issues strategy for quality assurance, 75, 5:4
-Lawsuits force change in Medicare policy, 73, 10:2
-Legislation introduced requiring competency certification of physicians, 72, 10:3
-Medicare amendments approved, 77, 8:4
-Medicare and Medicaid Fraud and Abuse Bill approved, 72, 5:2
-Medicare economic index scheduled for revision, 71, 9:3
-Medicare hospital payments, 71, 7:2
-Medicare participation rate remains constant, 71, 10:3
-Medicare participation rates increase, 76, 8:5; 77, 5:4
-Medicare Physician Payment Reform Act introduced, 71, 6:2
-Medicare to cover adult liver transplants, 76, 6:5
-Momentum builds behind Catastrophic plans, 72, 4:2
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More physicians sign up with Medicare program, 73, 9:3
Now Medicare coding requirements take effect, 74, 4:6
OBRA '90 includes administrative reforms, 76, 1:4
OBRA '90 reduces Medicare payments, 75, 12:3
Payment of Medicare claims, 71, 7:2
Physician Payment Review Commission meets for the second time, 72, 1:2
Physician required to file all Medicare claims, 75, 10:5
PPRC issues FY '91 budget recommendations, 75, 8:4
PPRC publishes findings from beneficiary survey, 74, 12:5
President's budget includes Medicare payment reductions, 74, 3:4
President vetoes Medicare changes, 77, 12:4
Procedures used to decide coverage issues published, 72, 7:3
Radical Medicare changes proposed for 1988 budget (Beversdorf), 72, 1:2
Senate Finance Committee approves budget reconciliation package, 72, 11:2
Senate Finance Committee approves Medicare Fraud and Abuse Bill, 71, 10:2
Senate Finance Committee approves Medicare spending cuts, 73, 1:2
Senate passes Catastrophic legislation, 72, 12:2
UPINs required by HCFA, 75, 11:5
Ways and Means Health Subcommittee considers reconciliation package, 72, 8:2
Ways and Means rejects Mandatory Assignment Amendment, 72, 6:2
Director's Memo: Cognitive services (Hanlon), 71, 6:1
Director's Memo: Funding graduate medical education (Hanlon), 71, 1:1
Director's Memo: The Prospective Payment Assessment Commission (Hanlon), 68, 8:1
Focus on Socioeconomics: Financing graduate medical education under Medicare (Parks), 72, 10:23
Focus on Socioeconomics: Global surgical services under a national Medicare fee schedule (Brown), 74, 8:20
Focus on Socioeconomics: HCFA considers discontinuing specialty differentials (Stombler), 73, 8:24
Focus on Socioeconomics: Mandatory second opinion programs (Parks), 68, 10:25
Focus on Socioeconomics: Medicare expenditure targets/volume performance standards: Answers to frequently asked questions (Haug and Parks), 74, 11:24
Focus on Socioeconomics: Physician payment reform: How will it affect hospitals? (Haug and Brown), 76, 7:20
Focus on Socioeconomics: Prospective Payment Assessment Commission (Chupack), 69, 9:20
HCFA implements physician provisions from 1986 budget reconciliation law (Beversdorf), 72, 12:14
The impact of contract medicine on surgery (Morgenstern), 72, 4:7
Legislative Update: What Congress and the College are doing on Medicare payment (Parks), 72, 10:4
Letters: Certification and Medicare payments (Ennis), 72, 12:44
Letters: Medicare's payment practices (Kaplan), 72, 4:29
Letters: Physician assignment (Morgan), 69, 7:27
Medicare coding book available, 77, 9:42, 10:39
Medicare Part B spending (Martin and Hill), 77, 2:29
Medicare Part B spending: Washington looks at options (Markus), 71, 6:4
Proposals to modify Medicare's physician payment system (ACS testimony), 74, 3:6
Relative value studies: A historical perspective (Parks), 68, 11:2
Special report: Calculating your Medicare fees (Hill), 77, 2:11
Special report: College responds to HCFA's final Medicare fee schedule (Hill), 77, 6:10
Special report: Medicare fee schedule: Revisions to the relative work values (Hill), 77, 4:21
Special report: The new Medicare fee schedule: Estimating the impact by specialty and state (Brown), 77, 2:18
Spectrum '89: The Physician Payment Review Commission and payment reform: A revisit (Curreri), 74, 5:23
Surgeon's Counsel: Lithotripsy referral fees: Medicare fraud and abuse? (Gebhard), 71, 4:16
What surgeons should know about...The new Medicare fee schedule (Brown and Parks), 77, 1:6
--Part II (Brown and Parks), 77, 2:6
--Part III (Brown and Parks), 77, 8:6

What surgeons should know about...Medicare payments for assistants at surgery (Brown and Parks), 77, 7:6
What surgeons should know about...The Unique Physician Identification Number (Hill), 76, 10:6
Why surgeons should work with their Medicare carriers: The medical director's view (Brown), 77, 6:24

NEUROSURGERY
American Board of Neurological Surgery (Garretson), 71, 12:20
--(Grossman), 74, 12:24
--(Harsh), 69, 12:19
--(Hoff), 76, 12:43
--(Kline), 68, 12:22
--(Langfitt), 70, 12:21
--(Mahaley), 72, 12:21
--(Ojemann), 77, 12:43
--(Weiss), 73, 12:33
--(Zervas), 75, 12:30

Appendix I to the Hospital Resources Document: Planning neurotrauma care (Joint Section on Trauma of the American Association of Neurological Surgeons and the Congress of Neurological Surgeons), 71, 10:22
The Growth of the Specialties: Neurologic surgery: From neolithic man to Harvey Cushing (Herendeen), 71, 7:15
Neurotrauma care and the neurosurgeon (The Joint Section on Trauma, The American Association of Neurological Surgeons and The Congress of Neurological Surgeons), 72, 11:17
What's new in neurosurgery (Dacey), 74, 2:7
--(Flamm), 68, 1:21
--(Long), 71, 1:19
--(Ratcheson), 73, 1:17
--(Spetzler and Hamilton), 77, 11:25
--(Stein), 69, 1:22
--(Tysor), 75, 1:21
--(Weiss), 70, 1:17
--(Winn), 72, 1:30
What's new in neurological surgery (Eisenberg), 76, 1:27
--(Grossman), 77, 1:36

OBSTETRICS AND GYNECOLOGY
1990 ACOG survey: Professional liability and the delivery of obstetrical care (Malkasian), 76, 6:6
American Board of Obstetrics and Gynecology, Inc. (Merrill), 68, 12:24; 69, 12:20; 70, 12:22; 71, 12:21; 72, 12:23; 73, 12:34; 74, 12:25; 75, 12:31; 76, 12:44; 77, 12:44
Birth-related neurological injury compensation funds: Solution or stopgap? (Heland), 77, 4:27
Carcinoma of the endometrium: A survey of practice (Donegan and Wharton), 69, 9:5
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